4 Great Monitors To Put In
The Office
I don’t know about you, but if I got to put up with insane
working hours, inane coworkers, and absolutely delusional
bosses, at the very least they better supply me with decent
equipment to do my job. And when I mean decent, I mean up-todate to this year, please.
You might think that’s unreasonable, but keep in mind that
there are plenty of companies that still use computers
equipped with CRT monitors. You know the one with a bulky
behind. Humiliating stuff, guys.
Enough. Time to put your foot down and get the order straight
to the requisitions department for a decent piece of hardware
of your choosing. And when that happens, you better choose the
best! You better choose one of these awesome computer monitors
for office work.

#1

BenQ EW3270U 32 inch 4K HDR

Monitor

Who suggested this product?
The BenQ EW3270U 32 inch 4K HDR Monitor
was recommended by Ashley Steiger from
Bolt PR. You can find out more about
Ashley Steiger here or read their product
recommendation below.

Buy here

BenQ’s EW3270U monitor is known for its elegant, ultra slim
design coupled with powerful functionality that provides
specialized modes for the ultimate viewing experience. On top
of the vibrant 4K resolution, the EW3270U monitor is equipped
with BenQ’s one of a kind eye-care technology, which reduces
eye fatigue for user comfort, productivity and safety
Buy here

#2

LG – 34WL500-B 34″ IPS LED

UltraWide FHD FreeSync Monitor

Who suggested this product?
The LG – 34WL500-B 34″ IPS LED UltraWide
FHD FreeSync Monitor was recommended by
Brad Ormsby from Colorstone Marketing.
You can find out more about Brad Ormsby
here or read their product recommendation
below.

Buy here

I like the LG 34WL500 34 ultrawide monitor. It’s very
affordable and one that’s great for dual screens. It has a
built-in program that lets you divide your screen in a variety
of ways including picture in picture or as many as 8 windows
on the monitor.
I typically have the screen split evenly so I can edit photos
or write content on one side and drag things over to the other
or perform research on the other. There’s no shortage of ways
to use it but its ideal for anyone who writes content, manages
social media, or just needs the ability to work on multiple
screens at the same time. It’s also one of the cheaper and
higher rated large monitors of this size.
Buy here

#3

Acer V246HL 24″ LED LCD

Monitor

Who suggested this product?
The Acer V246HL 24″ LED LCD Monitor was
recommended by Jacy Smith from iwerk. You
can find out more about Jacy Smith here
or read their product recommendation
below.

Buy here

The Acer v6 series monitors are a great, cost-effective
solution for offices. These monitors are very versatile and
come in a few different size and display types, which is an
important thing to take into consideration. Although standing
desks are popular, keep in mind that they can only accommodate
so much space for monitors. Monitors compatible with arms or
mounts are also something to check into when looking for new
solutions.
The Acer v6 series have adjusting angles and faster response
time, which reduces eye strain. Several models have either a
blue light filter built in or a reduced amount of blue light
content. In addition, they are also very friendly to electric
bills with advanced Acer EcoDisplay technologies. These
monitors overall are a great solution to an office since they
have multiple display types.
Buy here

#4

Dell Ultrasharp U2718Q

Who suggested this product?
The Dell Ultrasharp U2718Q was
recommended by Tim Bauer from Ratingy.
You can find out more about Tim Bauer
here or read their product recommendation
below.

Buy here

This monitor From Dell comes with a 27, 4k screen with Thin
bezels. It is perfect for multi tasking, it also has great
ergonomics and a wide range viewing angle which suits it best
for office works.
Buy here
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